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receptionist of KNME informed
the LOBO that he will return
sometime today.
In t h e committee's
nineteen-page secret report, which
the Lobo hu obtained, it was
concluded that although there is a
"defective organizational
structure linking KNME·TV to the
univenity," almost all of the
udiacontent is aimed at the station
management, personified by Dr.
Hempen."
In an·addendum to its rePQrt,
the committee stated, "a KNME
employee made the allegation that
station personnel from
time4o~time are assigned, on
University time, to jobs unrelated
to KNME-TV but which are part
·or an independent private venture
operated by the station manager,"
Dr. Hempen."
.

More specifically, the minutes
of an April 24th meeting of the
committee relate that Zane
Donner, a KNME photo
teehnician, aceuted Hempen of
having technicians construct
transmitten .for hearing aids.
Donner told the committee that
Hempen hu his own company
which .. involves making puta for
hearing aids," anil that he has
station employees ..working on
the project on KNME time with
no extra compensation."
'nle committee has reported
the allegation to Heady, who has
Iince instructed University
Attorney. Peter Rask to conduct
an investigation into the matter.
When asked if the inve3tigation
was neu completion, and what
had been revealed by it, Heady
would only confirm that Rask was ·
looking into what he (Heady)
called "alleged irregularities." He
did say, however, that an
announcement would be made
euly this week as to what action,
if any, the administration will
take concerning Hempen's
position at KNME.
.
Rask reiterated Heady's
statement. When .asked about
·what had surfaced in the

inveatigl!tion he had "no univenity has to offer the public
comment,;, stating that ..the in informational, interpretive, and
investigation is not complete." cultural programming?
.
becauseitw&~notcomplete.
. -Whatshouldbethebalancein
Alex Mereure, vice president of terms of shares of broadcast time,
regional and community affain, devoted to:
the administrative division that
Univenity originated programs
oveneea KNME, said Rask'sstudy
Albuquerque Public Schools
has the "potential to create a programs
major change in the direction of
Community aervice programs
the station, or vindicate originated by KNME with the
Hempen."
auistance of extemal agencies or
Heady's ad hoc committee was organizations
comprised of nine . members
NET programs
.
selected from UNM faculty
-How can the university best
deputmenti and other univenity organize itself·fol'liason with, and
operations which have had the programmatic imput to, KNME?
closest relationship to KNME. Ita
'nle committee approached the
chairman was William J. Martin, study by breaking the station
director of Popejoy Hall.
.
d o w n into three are a a :
· Heady initially created the management responsibility and
committee to help define KNME's conduct, organizational structure,
mission as it relates to UNM. In a and program output or product.
memo dated September 25, 1973, The members asked for Hempen's
Heady asked the prospective aid in their study, but, as the final
committee members to ..study the report states, he uviewed the
situation of KNME, evaluate its committee with distrust and e\'en
present. output,. and suggest. hostility•. Dr. Hempen was the
answers to the questions posed or first person invited to meet with
others which may come to mind/' the committee to discuss the
The following are some or the operation of the station. He
questions posedby Heady.
refused, in a rather high-handed
. -How should KNME beusedas fashion, ttt answer any questions
a channel for the best the orally or to enter into any kind or

a dialogue. He insisted that any
questions to him be written and
that he would respond in the same
medium."
The committee prepared a list
of questions for Hempen, but the
memben .felt 11his response was
most disappointing, certainly not
informative and, in some cases,
misleading," according to the
report.
Most of the information the
committee wanted dealt with
program and production coets.
'Ote report saya- the members saw
Hempen's attitude as ..obstructive
and inexcusable." .
.
Despite the fact that KNME is
jointly owned by UNM and the
Albuquerque Public Schools, the
Committee found it in actuality
to be a third institution. .
..Interviews .. conducted by the
committee with personnel from
the public schools and the
University made this point time
after time. Both APS and. the
UNM personnel said they had the
impression that one institution
was being 'played against the
other by the station management
in terms of responses to requests
for services,"
(Continued on poge 4)
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Back to School With a Marantz Stereo System
For only $359.95

(save .$40.00 over separate prices)
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At a price that makes your
"first stereo•• an easy in·
vestment - and with the
quality that could just make
this receiver your last, the
2015 combines all Marantz
high-performance features
Into a smaller body. This
way it's sized to fit any shelf
or table •.• and just about
any budget. There's a total
Of 30 Watts power. That's
15 Watts RMS/channel at
8 Ohms with less than 0.9%
distortion. Complete with
tape, phono and auxiliary
inputs, as well as conve-

(Photo by Mike Gandert)

John Redhouse, one of the leaden
of the march, said Indians could
fight "capitalism and imperialism
with the Navjao philosophy." See
complete story on page 3.

nlent output terminals for
both main and remote
speaker~ This precisionconstructed unit also offers
Gyro-Touch tuning and a
dual-purpose meter for optimum reception; plus FM
' muting pushswitch, which
eliminates inter-station noise
when tuning. There's also
a built-In ferrite AM an·
tenna and advanced solid~late circuitry throughout.
The Marantz 2015. For features, performance and
price - res first • . . because it lasts.

.For 25 Years
Your Campus Sound Center
'

3011 Monte Vista N.E.
255-1694
Off the Triangle near Girard & C~ntral
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Redhouse: 'Fighting Capitalism'

Navajos Want Change
In Tribal Leadership
Of the Lobo Staff

Marantz 2015
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
With' Marantz Imperial 5
Speakers
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By GAIL GOTTLIEB

Faculty Committee with Student Repre1entation:
Athletic Council
Campus Planning Committee
Campus Safety Committee
Computer U1e Committee
Continuing Education Committee
Curricula Committee
Entrance and Credits Committee
General Honors Council
Housing Committee
University Committee on Human Subjects
Library Committee
Rellistration Committee
.
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, H.S. Relations Committee
University Community Forum

protesting DPPI'Itlion of Navajos.
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*Requires a chairman as well as memliers

Pictured above are some of the
approximately 150 people who
Wllked down Central from UNM
to Martintiztown Saturday,
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There are still many committees that need students on·
them, Applications for any of these positions may be
pjcked up in the ASUNM Office in the Stul,lent Union.
These are the openings:
ASUNM ~ositions and Committees:
Assistant to President
Assistant to V .P.
Attorney General
Cultural Committee*
Elections Commission*
Fiesta Committee
Film Committee*
Intramural and Rec. Board*
Legislative Council .
Lobby Committee
National/International Affairs
•
New Mexico Union Board
Office of Research and Consumer Affairs
Popular Entertainment Committee
Publications Board
Public Relations
Radio Board
Senate Assistant
Speakers Committee
Student Court
Student Standards
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Approximately 150 people marched down Central Avenue
Saturday afternoon to protest the oppression of the Navajo
people.
The marchers assembled on the mall at UNM to listen to
speeches by John Redhouse and Fred Johnson, leaders of the
Coalition for Navajo Liberation (CNL).
Before the march began Redhouse spoke with reporters
discussing grievances against Peter MacDonald, chairman of the
Navajo Tribal Council, the governing body for the Navajo Tribe.
The Tribal Council was created in 1923 to negotiate with outside
agents, including the federal government. In 1938 the Tribal
Council became autonomous as the formal governing body of the
tribe, Since,...then the council has grown in power and many
Navajos now feel that it is no longer responsive to the needs of
the grassroots people.
"MacDonald wants a strong tribal government, but it is at the
expense of the grassroots people," Redhouse said. "He gets up
and says 'your wish is my command' and then he does what he
wants."
CNL charges against MacDonald include: 1) allowing white
businesses on the reservation where they can avoid paying taxes;
2) allowing large corporations to acquire mineral rights on the
reservation, including the strip mining of the sacred Black Mesa;
and 3) attempting to limit religious freedom on the reservation.
In April MacDonald proposed statehood for the Navajo
Reservation, a move that many Navajos feel would be ruinous,
resulting in the loss of the sovereignty of the reservation and in
the removal of its tax-free status.
After talking bri(!fly with reporters, Fred Johnson spoke to the
crowd in Navajo and in English, saying "Our tribal leaders do not
stand up for us in land rights and water rights. They are elitist
Navajos, in the office solely for political gain. To me that is worse
than white oppressors, to see our own people preying on us."
Johnson said that "our puppet g"overnment needs overhauling
to be effective, John Redhouse and I intend to change things by
using what we have learned in the white schools to make our
oppression crystal clear to our own people."
After a brief benediction in Navajo, the crowd, including many
old people in traditional bright velvet shirts assembled quietly and
marched down Central. Signs were carried, some which read,
"Overthrow Honky Amerika" and "Get Rid of Peter 'Red Apple'
MacDonald." (Red Apple is an expression for a sell-out Indian,
one who is red on the outside, white on the inside.)
At the end of the procession the Martineztown Black Berets, a
Chicano activist group, marched as an expression of solidarity
with the Navajos. Tony Lucero, their spokesman, said, "They're
fighting for the same things we are."
The Coalition for Navajo Liberation has been studying the
successful community health clinics that the Berets and other
Chicano groups have set up, and plans are being made to organize
similar ones on the reservation,
The marchers reached their destination, Robinson Park, .
without incident and sat down to listen to more speeches.
Lucy Rios, a spokeswoman for the Chicana Conference, made
a brief speech exjlressing solidarity with the Indian peoples.
Both Redhouse and Johnson supported her.
"It will take unity and brotherhood to erase the stench of
racism throughout New Mexico and Arizona," Johnson said.
Redhouse spoke of the "Navajo Cultural Revolution" which
would mean "fighting capitalism and imperialism by using Navajo
.
philosophy."
Johnson spoke again, stressing the importance of a leader who
is sensitive to the needs of the people and explained ·the'difficulty
the Coalition for Navajo Liberation had been having in getting the
name of their candidate, Charley 'roledo, on the ballot for the
November election for the Tribal Council chairman,
There were four candidates for the position in the primaries,
and Toledo bad the third largest number of votes. Council law
states that only the candidates in first and second place,
MacDonald and Raymond Nakai, may run in the general election
in November. It is apparently unclear whether a write·in
candidate would be legal, and Toledo's supporters are expectiog a
. ,. 99Urt.ruling ll.fp_nd.ay,
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committee to have the "finest
physical plant in the state," but
was extremely lacking in
production creativity.
" ... There has developed over
the years a feeling of dull
:resignation in the face of an
little interest in what they are
doing and offers them little in the
way of support of any kind,
including ideas and
encouragement."
· While looking into the area o£
programming and production, the
committee was again seriously
hampered by the lack of
cooperation from the station. To
rectify the situation, they called
in two media consultants, but
they too had problems with
KNME, especially in fiscal areas.
"According to one staff
member, KNME staff
communication was virtually

"'z"

-

(continued from page 1)
The report states that one
member of the Albuquerque
Board of Education said the
management "intimidates" APS
personnel at all levels. He told the
committee that the station
neglects to provide desk space for
APS teachers who appear on
instructional programs.
Similar aggravations, the report
states, were revealed by UNM,
faculty, and students.
"Students reported being

eliminated by what he described
as the intimidating presence of
rebuffed and demeaned in management during the time the
approaches to the station consultants were at the station."
management for work or learning
The committee, with the help
opportunities.
of consultants John Witherspoon
"Arts and Sciences Dean and James Fellows, were,
Nathaniel Wollman said his efforts however, able to come up with
to work out '\ cooperative the following budget figures for
arrangement between the station KNME.
and departments in his college
"KNME for the current
were met with a completely year-7 3, 74-received a state
negative attitude.''
appropriation of $27 5,000. All of
Despite verbal lambasts from that is for operational budget, not
inside and outside the station, capital outlay. Additionally, the
KNME was recognized by the station received $100,000 from

Lobo News Editor
Following a two·day hearing marked by
conflicting reports from three psychiatrists,· the
UNM Board of Regents voted 4·0 Thursday to
involuntarily retire Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering Jovan Ojuric.
Regent Henry Jaramillo did not vote and was
absent from most of the proceedings.
The trial conducted by the Regents was called
to order Tuesday morning to determine whether
Djuric's "mental health has deteriorated to such an
extent that he is ·currently unable to perform
normal teaching duties" and whether "such
disability is likely to persist until he reaches the
normal retirement age."
The hearing was held over the protest of the
faculty-elected Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee.
After hearing the University administration's
case-based largely on testimonie.s from electrical
engineering faculty members-and Djuric's defense
which rested heavily on favorable testimony from
nine of his former students, the regents voted to
involuntarily retire Djuric.
The decision was announced Thursday morning,
Djuric's 49th birthday.
They ruled that despite AFTC objections they
have the power to retire Ojuric, They stated that,
upon his application, he is immediately eligible for
retirement benefits and that he will receive sick
pay 11ntil benefit payments begin.
In the course of the hearing attorney for the
administration, William Sloan, set out to prove
that Djuric suffered from a disabling personality
disorder characterized by paranoia and the feeling
that the Electrical Engineermg and Computer .
Science (EECS) department and the UNM
administration were conspiring against him. He
held that this resulted in an inability to perform
normal teaching duties.
·
Sloan called witnesses from the EECS
department who testified that Djuric insisted on
carrying a less than normal load.
He cited complaints from colleagues, students
and engineering secretaries.
Djuric's attorney, Robert Singer, attacked
Sloan's case with testimony suggesting that Ojuric
is not mentally disturbed but merely a
.strong-willed eccentric who "could be. a real
bastard if he wanted to be."
·
He set out to show that there .was· at least the

1>.
::::1

1J

impossible situation, on the part
of those areas of the campus most
in teres ted in a productive
relationship with KNME-such as
Speech Communications,
Journalism, Fine Arts, students
either from within these
disciplines or outside of them, but
who are interested in television, as
well as othP.rs. Even among those
departments which do have an
on-going relationship with the
station, there is a strong current
of feeling that the station has

,,

APS for production of four music
series and one science
pro gram-all for classroom
instruction-daily. The station
received another $35,000 from
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting for operational
(programming) purposes."
According to the consultants'
memoranda to the committee,
this level of funding puts KNME
among the lowest third, in budget
rank, for all public TV stations in
the nation,

appearance of a conspiracy which led to Djuric's
antagonistic behavior.
He called witnesses, one the former chairman of
the chemical engineering department, who

Djuric: Caught in a conspiracy?
attributed Djuric's troubles to a "personality
clash" in the EECS department.
Two former students said complaints about
Djuric tended to come from poorer students who
liked to be "spoon fed.''
Singer attacked the EECS department's
evaluation of Ojuric's teaching load bn the grounds
that it was based on a system which gave credit
only for research done under federal and industrial
grants.
One of Djuric's colleagues characterized Djuric's
research as "briUiant but controversial."
The trial began Tuesda9' morning when attorney
for the administration, William Sloan, called Dean
of Engineering Richard Dove to the stand. Dove
testified that in his "layman's opinion" Djuric is

"physically and mentally unable to. carry on his
teaching duties."
He said that Ojuric has continually complained
of poor health and has refused to carry a normal
teaching load-even after his return from a
one-semester sick leave.
He based his evaluation of Djuric's m_ental
health on incidents such as one in which Djuric
charged Dove with "entering into conspiracies
against me."
He also noted that a physician had found no
basis for some of Djuric's medical complaints.
"Djuric is a sensitive individual," Dove said. "In
the fall of '68 he complained of fumes from the
solid state lab. He was fearful of the effect on his
health.
"When we moved his office to Farris he was
distressed that it had no window. He would
complain his office was too cold or too hot.
"He charged that it was a deliberate attempt to
depress him.''
Under cross-examination Dove said that Djuric
was the only member of the EECS department
who had no! received a raise in two years-but that
such practice has occurred elsewhere in the college
with other tenured faculty members.
Former EECS chairman Arnold Koschman
.testified that Djuric was "basically very capable
but was holding back."
He attributed Ojuric 's insistence on a smaller
teacher load to stubbornness rather than poor
health.
He said when Djuric was refused promotion in
1966 "instead of improving he insisted he deserved
promotion and would improve only then.
"He threatened to smear the university 1"
Koschman said.
He .said Djuric carried out the threat by filing
complaints with the AFTC and the Human Rights
Commission.
•
When questioned by Singer, Koschman agreed
that Djuric's salary is the lowest in the
department.
"Don't you think that if you were paid less you
would tend to work less?" Singer asked.
"No. I'd work harder," Koschman said.
Singer pointed out that Djuric has not been
assigned any courses for the upcoming semester.
"Djuric has had no raise in two years, the
university has ref\lsed to turn over documents
needed for his EECS case, and his present teaching
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Djuric 'Involuntarily Retired' By Regents
By GEORGE JOHNSON
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Despite verbal lambasts from
inside and outside the station,
KNME was recognized by the
committee to have . the "finest
physical plant in the state," but
was extremely lacking in
production creativity.
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Station Manager Claude Hempen
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Meet Attracts Presidential Bait

By JOE MONAHAN

main topic was ·the presidential He discussed the transit systems
race in 1976. The contenders of Atlanta, San Francisco, and
emerged at the first day of New York. Bensten has
meetings. First Walter. Mondale introduced a bill in Congress that
from Minnesota spoke. Mondale, a would fund urban transit 17 and
Democrat, was in good form. one·half billion dollars over the
Raising his voice in a speech he next five years. The bill is
probably has recited many times expected to gain support although
before, Mondale was able to the amount may be cut because of
project freshness and interest in anti-inflation pressures,
what he was saying. Even though
But Bensten has got a long way
it was the standard liberal to go in his campaign for the
platform ("The Federal presidential nomination. Right
government should retain an now he is virtually unknown
active role in social programs.") outside of Texas. But he did pick
he disagreed with Gerald Ford on up points with the legislators in
how to combat inflation. He Albuquerque. The politicians
claimed that simply cutting the attending the conference were
basically moderates thus they
b11dget won't solve the crisis. responded
When asked directly if he was their tune . to Bensten who spoke
running for the presidency
Bensten's schedule was not
Mondale said "I'm considering it." confined
to the conference as was
Mondale has been promised
Mondale
's.
Soon after his speech
s11 pport for his candidacy by
Bensten
was
shaking the hands of
fellow Minnesotan and losing
Democrats
in
another part of
1968 presidential candidate town .
Hubert Humphrey. Senator
If the choice for a democratic
Mondale is not a nationally
nominee
came down to Bensten
known figure but he said he plans
vs.
Mondale
in New Mexico,
to change • that by traveling
Bensten
at
this
point would
throughout the country.
emerge
the
victor
because
of his
Mondale was greeted warmly
moderate
approach.
Judging
from
by the legislators but a more
their
appearances
here
it
would
enthusiastic welcome was
afforded to Senator Lloyd seem that Mondale would be the
Bensten D·Texas. Bensten was more acceptable candidate
elected to the U.S. House in 1948 nationally because of his youthful
and stayed until 1954 when he appearance, liberal charisma, and
decided to enter business. He won more powerful speaking manner.
the Senate seat he now holds in These distinctions are paramount
1970. Bensten, 53, chose in the image conscious world of
transportation as his topic at the politics.
The political heavyweight at
conference and gave a speech that
was more specific in content than the NLC was George Wallace.
most others that were delivered. Wallace was given a standing
ovation, interrupted four times
during his speech with applause
and was promised votes if he
chose to run in 1976. But Wallace
Alabama governor George Wallace has his eye
is not saying what his plans are.
on the presidency again, this time through the
Since Ted Kennedy visited the
Democratic nomination in 1976. One serious
obstacle, to a presidential bid by Wallace,
though, is his health.

The summer season in
Albuquerque always draws a lot
of conventions but three national
political meets in one month is
unusual. In the last 30 days the
N;1tional Lieutenant Governors
Conference (LGC), the Western
Governors Conference (WGC) and
the National Legislators
Conference (NLC) convened in
Albuquerq.ue. Promotion by Gov.
King, Lt. Gov. Mondragon, and
New· Mexico business interests
drew the conferences here at a
cost of 100 thousand dollars to
New Mexico taxpayers. This
money was allocated by the New
Mexico state legislature, The NLC
received $67,000, the LGC got
$20,000 and the WGC was given
$12,000. The actual costs of these
conferences exceeded th~
allocations. New Mexico
businesses ·paid the balance.
Among those who contributed
were the Public Service Co. and
Mountain Bell.
flelping the legislators discuss
problems this summer was Federal
Energy Administrator John
Sawhill who spoke to the Western
Governots. President Ford gave a
talk before the Lt. Governors.
Interior Secretary Rogers Morton
and Senators Mondale, Buckley,
Bensten, Eiden, and Gov. George
Wallace all addressed the NLC.
The NLC hosted 2,500
legislators and their families for a
three·day conference at the
convention center. There were
discussions and seminars on
transportation, food, energy, the
media, and other subjects. But the

Wallace Suffering

South early this year there has
been speculation that Wallace and
Kennedy might team up for the
1976 race, but the governor
dismissed this when he was in
AI buquerque saying that the
scenario was "more real in the
media than anywhere else." For
all the presidential hopefuls
Kennedy is a vital factor. The
nomination can be his for the
asking. Whatever way Kennedy
goes it is sure to have an impact
on the Democratic party, an
impact comparable to that
President Nixon made on the
Republicans when he decided to
resign.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 78
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuq11erque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone ( 505) 277•
4102, 277-4202
The Now Mexico Dally Lobo is publhlhcd Monday through Friday every
regular week- of the University year
and weekly during the summer session
by the Board of Student Publications of
the University of New Mexico, and is
not fin~nci~lly associated with UNM •
Second class postage -paid at Albuquerque, New :Mexico 87131. Subscription
rate ia $10.00 for the academic year.
Tl!c opinions expressed on the editorial pages of The Daily Lobo are
those or the author solelr.. Unsigned
opinion is that of the cd1torial board
of The Daily LObo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo nccessl!rily represents
the vlewo or the University of Now
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If Wallace's health keeps him from running in
1976 his political strength could still be felt in
the party platform.
•

For easy living, just
•
slip into a pa1r
of
these luxuriously
comfortable, casuals,
with deep bouyant
souls. You deserve
them. In tan and
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Only
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By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
CHICAGO (KFS)-The only time you see them is
when the news is bad, and then it's a 15-second film clip
on TV with the commodities brokers in their little
smocks screaming and shouting and waving their hands,
while the voice over informs you that it means the price
of beef is going up. The unavoidable impression is that
of a maddened, greedy mob.
The place where this happens is the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, a black box of glass and steel built
on top of Union Station, which some of its 500
members derisively but affectionately call, "The House
that Pork Bellies Built." The trade in pork bellies or
uncut bacon is what attracted the money and interest
here in the early part of the '60s; but later this summ~r
and fall, if the drought persists, it will be to what's going
on in the live cattle pit that men in Washington and
supermarket shoppers in Los Angeles will be paying
attention.
If the com crop is badly damaged-something no one
can be sure of for a few weeks yet-the ranchers, cattle
corporations and feed lot operators, whose herds have
reached historically large sizes, will have to choose
whether to pay bankrupting prices for feed or put their
cattle on the market in ·such numbers that the price
tumbles. The guessing here is that they will be forced to
sell, thereby first depressing the price but subsequently
driving it way up because the . herds will be so
diminished by the slaughter of breeding stock.
Either way, the pernicious chain of consequences in
an inflation-sickened economy will draw demands that
the Mercantile Exchange be controlled .and regulated,
for it is here that men do indeed speculate on the price
of food.
"Eight months ago, when I got a job here for $90 a
week, I was just an art student. Now I am making more
money than I· ever thought I would," 8ays an
enthusiastic junior employee of one of the firms trading
on the Exchange. In that he echoes what his seniors say: .
"This is the last bastion of the free market in America."
It is just that fact which makes institutions like the
Exchange suspect. The men are the visible middlemen,
the traders who buy and sell, not cattle or pork bellies,
but contracts to buy and sell cattle and pork bellies for
a specific price at a specific future date. If they guess
wrong about what meat will be selling for in December
they lose money, if they guess right they make it.
Most people guess wrong. Leo Malamed, a former
Exchange chairman, says his figures show 70 percent of
those who invest lose money. "We're here to take risks,"
he explains, "but unlike Las Vegas we have a social
function."
When the next great upward lunge of food prices hits
us, that social function may be overlooked.
Nevertheless, by being able to sell wheat not-yet-grown
and cattle not-yet-raised, farmers are able to flatten out
the chancy boom or bust element in their business, so
that they can plan ahead, borrow money safely and
conduct their operations at a steadier tempo. By the
same token, users like bakers, brewers, meat packers and
those in dozens of other industries are able to escape the
more violent fluctuations in the price of their supplies.
Beyond that, places like the Exchange establish a
market; that is they. can find a price that at least crudely
reflects supply and demand. No small service when you
consider the afflictions brought on us by monopolistic
industries like steel, oil, auto and electricity, which can
· charge what they want and, if we don't like it, we can
walk around with the lights out.
. .
For this we pay a price, which is either reasonable or
unconscionable depending upon how valuable you think
· having this kind of market mechanism may be, and
whether or not you believe it really is free and unrigged.
The men who stand and shout on the Exchange's
rubberized, foot-saving floor are intoxicated by it. "If I
had to give up sex or trading, I'd give up sex," is how
one .:'!f them puts it. And it is truly amazing to see
busi,·v!;;.qmen, not apprehensively obsessed but happily
~onsumed by what the¥ are doing.
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designed to fit entirely within
the confines of the LOBO's
registration issue, but the LOBO
had in the meantime changed its
type facing, creating some
problems in layout (i.e., we
fouled up),
This meant that Vice
Presidents Perovich and Kugle
had their pictures placed in the
registration issue, but no
interoiews with the gentlemen in
que11tion were to be found.
Worse yet, Alex Mercure's
interoiew was interupted at the
halfway point.
We extend our apologies to
the vice presidents.
IVJercure discussed several of
the ISRAD programs which his
office (Regional and Community
Affairs) oversees. such as the

Gold Street Circus
1820 Central S.E.
243-1988

-Alex Mercure• 'This use of university
resources to match community
problems should be mutually
beneficial. We should improve life
in the community while raising
the educational standards."

Open

10:00 A.M.-6:30 P.M.
Monday-Saturday

Technological' Application
Center, Offender Reintegratiop
Program (a criminal
rehabilitation effort) and Model
Cities Program.
Another ISRAD program
Mercure feels is especially

COED & WELL FED

valuable which attempts to
integrate the community with
UNM is the College Enrichment
Program, which recruits,
counsels and tutors low income
New Mexico high school
graduates, with the aim of
·e.xpanding higher educational
opportunities to those who
normally couldn't afford to
attend college.
"This use of university
reso1.1rces to match community
problems should be mutually
beneficial, We should improve
life in the community while
raising the educational standards
in communities, which will pay
off by creating better equipped
college students."
Continuing Education, which
sponsors evening and day
non-credit classes for the
community, has expanded the
curriculum to cover subjects
ranging from southwest cooking
to Volkswagen repair.
"Right now, we put our
highest priority on stabilizing
funding," said Mercure. "Many
of our programs are dependent
on federal funds, which are not
always secure, being allocated on
a year to year basis."
"We also face the problem of
how to make the needs of the
community known to the
University so that we can fulfill
them. For example, we are now
discussing a joint effort with the
Department of Economics to
study the trade·offs between
industry and development versus
environmental concern. If
industrial development ruins the
environment, maybe that
development comes at too high a
cost. We· need a planning process
for the state as it builds up,"
Paul Silverman is Vice
President for Research and
Graduate Affairs, whose major
functions are to oversee UNM
graduate programs and research
projects. Silverman is a noted
researcher in his own right, being
the developer of a vaccine
against malaria. A graduate of
Northwestern and Liverpool
Univer-sities, Silverman also
serves as Chairman of the
Biology Department, as an
advisor to the UN's World
Health Orl!anization (WHO), and

serves in high advisory positions
on the boards of the
Love)ace·Bataan complex and
the North Central Commission
on Institutes on Higher
Education.
"Our main concern is
research. We must be in the
vanguard of research so that
graduate teaching and .training is
relevant and current. It would be
criminal to tum out obsolete
students. This instructional

Wfl.

delive,. 2"8-2 300

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA,
SANDWICHES, SALADS
Down the alley and into the Garden
1068 CORNELL, S.E.
(Rear Entrance)
Across from Johnson G

Don't Despair . . . .
Come to Raphaels I •I •I

-Paul SilvermanSilverman has the duty to
oversee graduate programs and
research projects. Of this latter
duty he has a special knowledge.
As a researcher, he developed a
vaccine against malaria.
aspect in turn makes an
important impact on
undergraquatc programs."
Like Chester Travelstead,
Silverman stressed the
importance of ditferen tial
funding, which would especially
help the graduate program at
UNM (which enrolls over 60% of
the state's grads). Silverman
outlined the types of innovative
programs he would like to see
installed at the graduate level.
"I'm particularly anxious to
alter the options in graduate
studies. This is not to suggest
that we abandon review and self

(continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)
study, but that we open up the
system to different kinds of
programs. We might include
off-campus projects at various
sites, alternate life experiences,
and a different type of
demonstration of achievement
and academic quality."
Some projects curren tty
funded are the, Institute of
Meteoritics, a Navajo-English
dictionary effort, geothermal
research, the Blake newsletter,
and a series of outstanding
artistic and literary efforts.
Sit verman returned to the
subject of differential funding.
"ThiB institution is definitely
eroding at an alarming rate," he
said. "What the Legislature
doesn't realize is that UNM more
than pays its way in the state
economy. Education costs, but
it pays big dividends."
:Robert Kugle is Vice
President of Health Sciences, the
man charged with coordinating
education for medicine, nursing,
pharmacy and allied health
sciences, Kugle is also the chief
executive officer for BCMC, the
Cancer Center and the Student
Health Center.
Dr. Kugle confirmed reports
that UNM was once again
discussing the feasibility of
purchasing BCMC.
The Cancer Center, with a
new facility to open on Oct. 1, is
tied in with Los Alamos in an
operation which has attracted
national attention.
"The rationale is to tie into
the AEC's resources, especially
the Pi-Meson unit. This is a
civilian use for what was
essentially a military concern,
atomic energy, adapted to the

Who They Are, What They Do

solution of the cancer problem,"
said Kugle.
Health Sciences is also
undergoing physical expansion,
''The Nursing-Pharmacy
Complex should be completed
by May or June," Kugle said.
"We hope not only for a
physical integration but also an
integration of learning services.
"In addition, UNM has been
awarded a $2.2 million federal
grant, and if the state matches
the grant with $1 million, we
will begin construction on a
Health Services Library.
Groundbrcaking is tentatively

-Robert Kugle"We certainly expect UNM to
be a center for educational
opportunities and in some areas to
serve as a tertiary problems center
for New Mexico."

scheduled for July of '7 5. The
library would serve both as a
resource for students and as a
source of continuing education
for nurses, pharmaci$t$ and
doctors who are out of $Chool."
Kugle feels, that even if UNM
isn't the only health adytum in
the state, it still plays a very
major role in community health.
"We certainly expect UNM to
be a center for educational
opportunities and in some areas
will serve as a tertiary problems
center for New Mexico."
Although he has been in his
position for only a month, Kugle
finds his job interesting, "I find
the kinds of opportunities
presented by diverse population
groups, an exceedingly capable
faculty, excellent facilities and
intere$ted students would
challenge any administrator to
broaden his horizons."
From the point of view of
university employees, John
Perovich, Vice President for
Business and Finance, heads a
very important, if not the most
important, part of the
University . . . Business and
Finance hands out the
paycheck$,
Perovich describes his office
as "a service division," and these
services include purchasing
receipts and disbursement of
monies, upkeep of the physical
plant, data processing, physical
planning (such as that provided
by the campus architect),
preparation of the budget and
purchasing.
Perovich discussed some of
the monetary problems which
UNM faces. "We had many
problems with the legislature in

the past because our liaison with
them wasn't as good as it should
have· been. This has been a real
problem. The Regents hi~ed ~ill
Weeks as Director of Umvers1ty
Relations, and we try to meet
regularly with Bernalillo County
legislators, the Chamber of
Commerce and other local
groups to explain our needs and
problems. 1 think at present we
have good relations, although
we're obviously never going to
agree on everything."
''Our major problem presently
is inflation. It's certainly taken

more of our budget than
anticipa·ted. This high and
continuing rate of inflati'on is
unp~ecede~~d since ~he 19~0's,
and 1ts defmJtely hurtmg us.
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"Up until the last few years .o
we were in a growth period, and ,...
it was easy for legislators to 5"
allocate money. These last few 5,
years we have experienced no ~
growth, and this makes it hard
to plan for much expansion.''
~
·
h
"The state 1s going to ave to l4
budget more money to all ~>.:>
branches of government. The 5"
state is realizing more revenue, '"'
but it isn't allocating the money, ~
and this, coupled with a ten o~>o
percent inflation rate, has hurt
all state agencies."

=

"We've cut operating expenses
about as far as we can. A
substantial part of the budget is
made up of salaries and various
pension plans. If we were to trim
the budget, about the only place
we could would be in reduced
salarie~. meaning someone would
probably lose a job."

-John Perovich~
Perovich heads a very
important, if not the most
important part of the
university-Business and Finance.
His office is in charge of handing
out paychecks to UNM
employees.

~

Despite the gloomy economic
outlook, UNM is undertaking an
expansion program for facilities.
In addition to the controversial
enlargements planned for the
sports arenas, Perovich outlined
several major construction
efforts. These include expanding
the SUB, the new library
fac iii ties, and a new Health
Sciences Complex on the north
campus to replace the temporary
buildings which now house
Health Science classes.

Regents-'Retire' Prof.essor. • •

(continued from page 2)
load has been totally withdrawn. Don't you think
that may lead him to believe there is a conspiracy
against him?" Singer asked.
"It never occurs to him that perhaps it's his
fault," Koschman answered.
The university has refused to answer an Equal
Employment Opportunities Commission subpoena
demanding all personal files for use in determining
whether Djuric has been discriminated against in
salary and promotion. An appeal is pending in
federal appeals court.
EECS scheduling officer Lewellyn Boatwright
testified that Djuric's teaching load has been 75
per cent of normal since the fall of 1969,
He said that a professor's load is determined by
a system which grants points for "teaching, research
and administrative duties.
Djuric was given eight points for teaching
classes. He was not granted research points because
his work is not sponsored by a research grant.
Djuric later testified that he was willing to take
on graduate assistants (an action which would have
earned him additional points) but that he could
find no students interested in doing unsponsored
research.
.
Boatwright said Djuric had been on
"semi.-strike" because he had been denied
promotion since 1966.
He said Djuric has not been assigned any classes
for next semester because he has not submitted his
request. Djuric interrupted saying that he has.
Sloan tried to show that Djuric was prone to
violence by calling EECS chairman Victor Bolie,
who testified that during a heated discussion in
197 2 "Djuric stopped just short of striking me
with his fist."
Bureau of Engineering Research typist Janie
Scales testified that after an incident in which she
denied Djuric the use of an electric typewriter, "he
stared at me for two minutes."
She said "he threatened physical action-not
verbally bui with body language and a "menacing
countenance."
When cross-examined she testified that a
petition signed by secretaries in the EECS
department and the BER requesting Djuric's
removal was initiated when Bolie called them
together for a discussion.
A similar petition was signed by all full
professors of the EECS department.
Djuric testified that at least one professor later

admitted b!!ing pressured into signing it.
Scales also testified that' Djuric often made
complaints about "how the power structure of the
university was treating him," comparing hi!; plight
to Watergate and "Nixon's attempt to quash the
4Jittle ffi3U,' n

*****

During the first day of the trial, conflicting
testimony came from two psychiatrists. One, Dr.
David Rosenstein, testified that Djuric has a
''personality disorder characterized by
hypersensitivity, rigidity, suspiciousness, a sense of
self-importance and the tendency (to ascribe) evil
..
motives to others,"
However, he said that "nothing I found
indicated that he (Djuric) couldn't perform
classroom teaching and research in a creative
way."
A second psychiatrist, Dr. Kenneth Bull,
testified that he found ''no indication of mental
illness." He said he had "no doubt that Djuric is
One psychiatrist testified that Djuric has a
"personality disorder character.ized by
hypersensitivity, suspiciousness, a sense of
self-importance and the tendency (to ascribe' evil
motives to others." A second psychiatrist testified
that he found "no indication of mental illness" in
Djuric.
fully capable of satisfactorily performing normal
teaching duties."
Rosenstein said that he felt unqualified to make
a judgment as to whether Djuric should be
involuntarily retired. He said it should be an
administrative decision,
"If you had a patient with (Djuric's) diagnosis
and knew of many conflicts (in his employment
situation) would you say the man should be
withdrawn?" Regent Simms asked Rosenstein.
Rosenstein answered that "it would not
necessarily mean he shouldn't be kept."
He said Djuric's condition could "make it
difficult to get along with him."
At this point Simms said "Obviously we can't
have constant conflicts (in the department). The
university does not have to tolerate someone who
can •t get along. If the man is sick he should be
involuntarily retired. If he's cantankerous he

•

should be fired.''
Sloan asked Rosenstein to consider a
hypothetical case involving a man with Djuric's
personality characteristics.
"Suppose that all full professors (in the man's
department) reviewed his performance and said his
antagonistic attitude was detrimental and his
performance poor, What would by your
conclusion?" Sloan asked.
"That would be weighty evidence that his
characteristics do interfere," Rosenstein said.
Bull, who examined Djuric a year after
Rosenstein, testified that he "cannot see that
(Djuric's personality) would interfere with his
teaching."
"It might interfere with his relationships with
peers and the bureaucracy," Bull said.
He classified Djuric as a "schizoid."
"He's something of a loner," Bull said, "He feels
that he should not compromise or have to go
through social amenities, He resists authority to an
extent. He docsn 't have friends and hobbies."
"But that il; not indic11tive of mental illness.
"We all have our special traits. Djuric is highly
principled. He sticks with what he thinks is right.''
During cross-examination Simms attacked Bull's
diagnosis as "completely insufficient." Bull said he
did not consult earlier psychological reports
because "he felt it was import;~nt to draw his own
conclusion." He disagreed that he should have
performed a physical or consulted earlier physical
reports.
"If I had found indication of mental illness, I
would have looked for physical causes," Bull said.
"Are you aware," Sloan asked, "that Djuric
feels he has found defects in the Einstein theory?"
Bull answered that a number of scientists
questioned the validity of parts of the theory. He
classified Einstein as schizoid.
'then Sloan quoted a memo in which Djuric
accused Engineering Dean Dove of "entering into
conspiracies" against him.
"Do you not think that is evidence of abnormal
behavior?" Sloan asked.
Bull answered that it depended on whether the
allegations were true. He said that in his
experience as a UNM medical school professor he
had seen cases of such a conspiracy.
A third psychiatrist who examined Djuric was
not available to testify. Although his report was
(continued on page 10)
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to a petition signed by 12 students requesting that
Djuric not teach a certain required course.
excluded
of the regents on the grounds
"Rumors accounted for most student
that Robert Senescu, chairman of the department
discontent," he said. People with no prior
of Psychiatry, was not there to be cross-examined,
knowledge of Diuric decided he was a hard
it was later entered after Dean of the Law School
instructor and got a petition going."
•Frederick Hart testified about it.
Michael Breheny, an ex-Strategic Air Command
Frederick·Hart headed the
flight instructor and a former Djuric student said·
Faculty/Administrative Advise~ent Committee
that "some students do not like Djuric's 'sudden
who, based on Senescu's report and other
death' method of teaching,"
evidence, recommended Djuric's involuntary
He said he was referring to Djuric's "European
:retirement.
method in which no homework or exams are
In the report-the i!l'st done on Djuric-Senescu
given. The final grade depends on the final te11t.
said that Djuric "suffered a seve:re personality
"I do not like to be spoon·fed," Breheny said.
disorder and should be considered for involuntary
retirement."
"Others in the departments feel that they must
He recommended that another opinion be
spoon-feed students."
obtained. Singer objected to Senescu 's diagnosis
Breheny, technical director of Manzano
on the grounds that it was based on the . laboratories, a private engineering firm, said be is
assumption that Djuric 's claims of a conspiracy to
ranked sixth in his class.
"I was in the Air Force 14 years-10 as a SAC
oust him from the department were false.
"It is based on a history and the subjective
instructor and evaluator. The criteria was
assumption that the history is false," Singer said.
strict-particularly that of the instructors. What
they taught could mean life or death for a six-man
He also objected that because of Senescu's
crew and a 12 million dollar airplane.
position with the medical school that he was
"I feel Professor Djuric meets those criteria.
prejudiced in favor of the university.
''Djuric is always on time. He starts a lecture
Singer ente:red into evidence a photograph
exactly where he left off the day before. He
which appeared in the Albuquerque Journal of
lectures without notes. He does not need them. He
Senescu playing tennis with Heady at a date soon
would criticize misprints in the text and refer to
after his examination of Djuric.
the page number-without even seeing the text. He
Heady later testified that they did not discuss
knew it absolutely.
Djuric.
"He was there from early morning to late
Singer also pointed out that termination
evening. He was amiable to any arrangement,"
proceedings were set against Djuric shortly after'he
Breheny said. ·
filed complaints with the Human Rights
Breheny said one of the only two C's he
Commission.
received in college was from Djuric.
"He gave me what I was worth," Breheny said.
Tuesday afternoon nine of Djuric's students,
"He knew it and I knew it."
including one who signed a letter to Vice President
He said he felt Djuric's problems originally
Chester Travelstead testified that they found no
resulted from a personality conflict in the
evidence of abnormal behavior in their dealings
with Djuric.
department.
•
Thomas Castonguay, professor of chem•cal and
All but two said they would have "no
hesistancy" to take further classes from Djuric.
nuclear engineering and chairman of t~e.~h~~ic~
''I wouldn't myself," Dan Lotz said. "I am an
engineering department for 25 years sa1d DJUrlc IS
undisciplined person. Djuric expects us to do a lot
an excellent instructor. He knows his material. He
on our own."
is exacting but fair."
Singer asked him if he felt Djuric had a
Catonguay said he based his evaluati~~s 0!1
, inteJOViews with students that he performed m h1s
deficiency as a teacher.
"Absolutely not," Lotz said. "The problem was
position as director of industrial relations.
me, not him."
"I think the problem is simply a clash of
Steven Saunders said "I would have the same
personalities that began years ago. It should have
hesistancy, I am not a particu~arly quick student. I
been stopped long ago.
am not a hard worker.
"Djuric is the most stable individual I know. I
"Djuric has a fantastic memory," he said. "He's
don't see how he's gone through years and years of
so devoted to the course. He has a complete
these problems.
"I would have quit long ago."
·
understanding of the material."
. He said Djuric's ·research was "mathematical,
Amir Manoutchehi, a student from Persia, said,
"Djuric is very helpful. I am a slow student and
highly technical and scientific.
"I've read some referee's opinions. Some say it
often needed more time. I had to do makeup
should not be published; some say it is brilliant. I
work, particularly in laboratory courses.
think he is working in a controversial field."
"Djuric would let me work on Saturday and
He said students had told him that the C's they
Sunday from 9 until 3. He was always there to
earned in Djuric's classes were worth more than
open the door. He'd help me get started in the
the A's they received from other instructors.
morning, then return around 11 to check on me."
She said Djuric complained about the
Another student said "Djuric didn't need to
temperature in his office but that he never
post office' hours, We knew that if he wasn't
attributed it to a conspiracy.
teaching class or at lunch that he'd be in his office.
A witness called by Singer said she had shared a
From early morning to late night."
typewriter with Djuric for two years and had had
Another student said Djuric often helped him
with other EECS classes when other professors
no problem:
"I heard rumors, but Djuric was always cordial
were not available.
and polite. He was always considerate to me."
Student Glen Lommilson testified in reference
by•• vote

Lawyers Ok ERA !-=

The nation's largest lawyers' returned from the week-long ABA
organization has endorsed the convention in Honolulu.
Equal Rights Amendment by
·
approving a resolution sponsored
She presented the resolution on
by a University of New Mexico behalf of the ABA Law Student
Jaw student.
Division. The third-year law
The House of Delegates of the student recently was elected to
American Bar Association (ABA) reprj!sent the student division in
approved the resolution on a voice the House of Delegates and is one
vote with no debate, reports of four women among 340
Connie Borkenhagen, who just delegates.
·
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Lip s.nri~» is a LOBO-sponsored
stud•nt community MI'Vic• which
prints announCHIWits of m111tin111 811d
other aff•irs· of studlllt orgmizations.
AnnouncenMnts will run two
prior to and on the day of the event.
All subml•ions for Lip s.nrica should
be taken to th• ASUNM Public
Relations/Information Office in Room
248 of th• Student Union Building.
Submillions should be in four .._ys
prior to th• day of appearance, Please
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Call or Visit
Tues. & Thur. 5·9 pm
Sat. 1-3:30 pm

Double-entendre that was slipping in at that time
included examples such as one In the July 26
Tribune which read, ''The New Comers, •. They'll
'rhe Albuquerque Journal and Tribune have
try anything once ... again and again and again."
apparently knuckled under to anti-obscenity
One month later the Albuquerque Publishing
pressure by refusing to include "illustrations of
Company banned illustrations in X-rated ads
people and human forms in adult movie
because of one "real smutty ad" which was slipped •
advertisements."
by them last·Monday.
This change in policy was made last Tuesday
The Bolles interview was done in connection with
after, according to an article on page two of that
a survey being conducted by a UNM journalism class
day's Tribune, a theater violated the pa·per's original
during July.
policy of asking advertisers to "keep any
The students sent a questionnaire to 50
illustrations within bounds."
newspapers across the United-States inquiring about
Tom Lang, publisher of the Journal, said in a
their X-rated movie advertising policies. Included
statement made on page two of Tuesday's Journal
with each questionnaire was an X-rated movie page
that "finally a real smutty ad was slipped to us by
torn from the Journal.
an advertiser."
Twenty-seven of the 31 newspapers responding to
Lang said that much "time was devoted to
perusing advertisements for double meaning and
the surve?ys agreed with the Reno Evening
undesirable illustrations."
Gazette/Nevada State Journal which said, "all
So, according to both papers, the X-rated movie
X-rated movie copy such as that enclosed is
advertisers have no one to blame but themselves for
rejected."
trying to put ohe over on the 11ewspaper operators.
"In the words of our publisher," said D. C,
The fact is that questionable illustrations and
Smith, advertising director for the Nevada
double-entendre have been slipping by into Journal
publication, "persons selling sex for profit are
and Tribune copy for some time; which seems to
described as pimps in the dictionary, We choose not
indicate that ,little, if any, time is spent "perusing."
to classify ourselves as such."
The LOBO tried to contact both Lang and
The Iowa City Press, which said that no X·rated
Malcolm Bolles, advertising director for the Journal
"porno" movies were shown in Iowa City, called the
and Tribune, Thursday and Friday to ask about this
Albuquerque ads "crude."
new policy. We never could get past the "he's busy
Some of the answers from other cities implied
now, he will return your call later" secretaries for
that Albuquerque newspapers were not fit for
either man.
family consumption because of their X·rated movie
However, Bolles did consent to speak to some
·
page.
UNM journalism students this past summer about
"The (Albuquerque) ads contained objectionable
the advertising policy that existed at that time.
wording and illustrations according to our
Bolles said a theater wishing to advertise must
standards," said the Pittsburgh Press. "We are a
submit their ads two days in advance for scrutiny,
Family newspaper."
first by the ad salesman, then by the assistant retail
"We like a 'family' newspaper," the Spokane
manager, and finally by himself if the ad was
Spokesman-Review said, "so both of our
questionable.
newspapers will not accept hard-core porno films
If they did not like an ad, he said, it would be
except by title, and sometimes we edit the title. We
returned for changes. Late ads would be edited by
will edit everything we don't like."
the paper and questionable ads could be completely .
The Journal and Tribune apparently hope tl1at
their new X·rated advertising policy will quell
rejected, Bolles said.
"We can and do edit copy and we will reject them
adverse criticism, but complaints are still being
if we find them unacceptable," Bolles said. "If they
raised.
refuse to change copy or have it edited, we throw it
"I appreciate what they have done," said Robert
L. Page, pastor and founder of the Bella Vista
out.''
He said years ago the papers wrote a code on
Baptist Church, "but I don't think that this is the
final step. I think it's just a diversionary tactic."
pornographic ads, but. deci?ed not to go by it
Reverend Page and members of his church were
because advert.isers "would JUSt try to get around
some of the most vocal critics of the old X·rated ad
the terms."
Bolles said in 196 3 the papers sent a letter to all
policy of the Journal and Tribune.
movie houses telling them that the papers would
Teenage members of the church picketed the
censor ads they thought were ''morally unfit for
business office of t11e two papers this past summer.
They were objecting not only to the content of the
public con:sumption."
"We cut out prone positions a long time ago,"
X-rated ads, but also to the size and volume of the
ads appearing in the newspapers.
Bolles said.
.
When it was pointed out to him that a recently
That is an objection Page still holds.
run ad in his p!\pers depicted four people in prone
"They really haven't deleted anything but
positions, be said, "They were fully clothed. But we
artwork," he said. "The ads still say the same things,
pulled that ad. That was one that slipped ill,"
ad sizes are still the same, and the papers arc still
"Sometimes ads slip in that should have been
receiving the same amount of money for advertising
edited," he said.
pornography."
·
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Your Complete Headquarters for:
Engineering and Drafting Supplies.

Drafting Media. Drawmg lnstru·
ments, Slide Rules, Graph Papers, Drafting Futmture, Sc•enhfic
Calculators, plus Professional Books and Maps.
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Adler Portables carry
Y-OU through school.

Christian Student Center

SUMMER CLOTHING
and
SPORTSWEAR

...,~

AT
~· I•ZPRICE
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Of the Lobo Staff
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By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
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Rap ses.lons on contraCJ!ption
and/or· sexuallty a& Student Health
Center, Room 2 20, Tueoda:vs, 2·4 p.m.
women's medical self·help and PAP
elinle at the Student Health Center,
Room 220, Wedlleoda:v, 2·4 p.m.
Minimal cliug.,. for P:AP smears.
Speculums for sale,
student auditions for . the . UNM
Concert Choir Women's Chorus and
Men's Glee Club will be held August 26
thnl 30 In Room B•114 of Fine Arts
Center (1 0 a.m,•noon; 2: So-5: 3.0 p,m.J.
Open to all stUdents. Academ1c cred1t
available.
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New Classes Begin
Tues. & Thur. 5-9pm, Sat. 1-3:30 pm
KODAKAN RECOGNIZED

Mexican dance classes for credit Ibis
fall include: Theater Arts 368.001. Will
be offered Tues. and Thurs. at 12:30,
This Is an Intermediate level ci8M and Is
for 2 credits. P.E. 128-001. Offered
Tues. and Tburs. at 2 P.m. Thio is a
beginning level class for 1 credit,
Speech Communications is offering
two additional courses: Parlimentary
Procedure 250. Tues., 3:30·5 p.m.
Crealivity and Problem Solving 277.
Tues. and Thurs., 2•3:15.

lncludlne
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AU lltudents wilbinll to enter a
Teacher Educalion Prol!l'llm, who have
earned 26 hours eredU with at leut 2.0
are u9uested to pick up a "Screening
Packet • in tbe College of Education
(bean's area). The deadline to
complete and ntum the Packet is Fri.,
Sept. 6.
SPURS~ First meeting of the new
~ will be Wed, nilbt at 7:30 in the
SUB, Rooms 231·D and E.
Re&eOitmenb will be served.

Albq's Two Largest Newspapers
i~ Bow To Anti-Obscen,ity Pressure

9

Judo Clubs, Inc.
4601 Lomas NE
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lype-easy fealures.

Banned in Albuquerque

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit

Adler J-5- The #1 rated

manual porlable. Touch, action
and speed of an office
lypewriter.

Come in Ieday
for a demonslralion.
Easy terms arranged.

Duke City
Typewriter Co.

Register at the Christii;n Student C~nter or at first dass
$5.00-Full Credit

I
·=

9:00-10:30 a.m. MWF
10:30-12:00 MW
10:30-12:00 TTH
6:30-9:30 p.m. Tues.
6:30-9:00 p.m. Wed.
( 1701 Gold Ave. S.E.)

Adler Contessa DeluxeCompact. slim line. Loaded wilh

Adler Tippa- The perfect
personal porlable. Light and
lively ac11on w11h many features

1325 San Mateo NE
265-8347

Discount to Students and Faculty
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The ffiore You Consume-The Less You Live
"Post Scarcitv•Anarchism"
By Murray Bookchin
~mparts Press/$2.95

***

•

By KARL VERA
You are touring Paris; a book,
"How To Scrimp Through Europe
on 5 Dollars a Day" is tucked
under your arm, a Nikon
SuperScope hangs from your neck
like an albatross. You are looking
for the famous sights but what's
this you see scrawled across the
walls and water closets?
"Never Work!"
"The more I want to make
love, the more I want to make
revolution.''
.
"Life without dead times."
"The more you consume, the
less you Jive.''
"Culture is the inversion of
life.''
"One does not buy happiness,
one steals it."
"Society is a carnivorous
flower."
These one-liners are not your
normal scatalogical Okie's graffiti.
They are an anarchist's cry for
survival.
Anarchy? In these, the best of
times? Got to be kidding. You
decide to find a cafe and down a
couple glasses of Pernod.
Checking to see if you have any
spare francs you find that your
wallet has been .stolen. A, beggar
spots your American knit slacks
and accosts you. You smile
sheepishly. "Je n'ai pas du • , .''
He spits in your face.
Anarchy? Let's be honest.
Things aren't working, things fall
apart. Very few people will
contest the fact that the present is
a nightmare from which we are
trying to escape.
Forebodings of an economic
depression, a nuclear arms race,
and ecological asphyxiation leaves
both American and French
cultures in the same either/or
situation: radical change or a
passiv.e acceptance of disaster.
Faced with the prospect of
either revolution or annihilation
what is needed is a vision of the
future with the preconditions of
human survival, or a euphoric
program for dazed participation in
a saturnalia of mass suicide.
Those who opt for the latter
should go on supporting the
mythology of the American
free-enterprise system and put this
article down and Ji.ve out their
delusions until ordered to do
tikewise.
If you are interested in mdical
alternatives to a radically
mismanaged life style, despair not.
There are some visionaries left,
albeit not widely publicized, and
one of, the foremost in
forethought is Murray Bookchin
whose book, Post-Scarcity
Anarchilm, puts together some of
the best thinking about
revolutionary strategy -toward•
utopian goals.
Bookchin's basic premise is that
for the first time in history, "we
stand on the threshold of a
post-scarcity society.''
With the material preconditions
for freedom at our disposal, we·
have reached a watershed point in
our history where our personal
freedom doesn't have to struggle
with need or the hierarchical
society that enforces that need,
"A century ago, scarcity had to
be endured; today it had to be
enforced-hence the importance
of the state in the present era," he
explains, indicating the threat of a
totalitarian society. "What we
must cteate to replace bourgeois
society is not only the classless
society envisioned by socialism,
but the nonrepressive utopia
envisioned by anarchism."
Bookchin believes that our
society, Whether unconsciously or
consciously, is aware of its
potential for supporting

post-scarcity society and that it is
now suffering under the tension
created between the idea of
what-is and what-could-be,
"When cybernated and
automatic machinery can reduce
toil to the near vanishing point;.
nothing is more meaningless to
young people than a lifetime of
toil. When modern industry can
provide abundance for all, nothing
is more vicious to poor people
than a lifetime of povedy. When
all resources exist · to promote
social equality, nothing is more
criminal to ethnic minorities,
women and homosexuals than
subjugation,"
Rising expectations inculcated
by capitalism are no longer able to
be met by capitalism.
"In attempting to uphold
scarcity, toil, povetty and
subjugation against the growing
potential for post·scarcity leisure,
abundance and freedom,
capitalism increasingly emerges as
the most artificial, indeed the
most artificial, society in history."
The failure to admit that the
present ecological irritation can

In 1916, anarchist Emma
Goldman (pictured above) was
arrested for advocating what the
papers called "sexual license."
Emma's dead, but Murray
Bookchin, author of "Post
Scarcity Anarchism," has taken
her views and given them
currency. His book can be had for
a meager $2 .95, or better yet, two
copies of it have eluded theft at
Zimmerman Library.
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develop into a future crisis of
cancerous proportions has become
an industrial fiat in our society.
Surrounded by glittering artifacts
produced at the sacrifice of
environmental concern, America
is rapidly replacing nature with a
manufactured museum destined
to become a cultural mausoleum.
Bookchin makes it clear that
the underpinnings to an
inherently anti-ecological society
rest in the structure of capitalism
itself. Production for the sake of
production, an 011 tcome of
competition and accumulation,
puts a price on everything
however rare or revered, With
everything is attached a potentia(
market, and nature is merely a
resource to be exploited,
With our technological capacity
we have the choice between
creating a natural environment or
destroying it. Simply by watching
the news it is easy to see where
capitalism stands vis a vis survival.
At the opposite end of the
political spectrum is anarchism or
anarcho-communism. An
anarchist presupposes the
abolition of private property,
distribution of goods according to
individual needs, the rotation of
work and the reduction of time
devoted to labor.
What Bookchin sees as the most
important and most overlooked
facet about anarchism is the
attention placed on subjective
problems of revolution.
"In its active concern with the
issues of everyday life, anarchism
has always been preoccupied with
lifestyle, sexuality, community,
women's liberation and human
relationships. Its central focus has
always been the only meaningful
goal social revolution can
have-the remaking of the world
so that human beings will be ends
in themselves and human life
revered, indeed a marvelous
experience. For most mdical
ideologies, this goal has been
peripheral. More often than not,
these ideologies, by emphasizing
abstractions over people, have
reduced human beings to a
means-ironically in the name of
'the people' and 'Freedom.' "
Bookchin specincally attacks
Marxism for this and in his essay
"Listen, Marxist!" he levels the
delusion most present day
Marxists suffe.r under. To rely on
the "working class" for the

I ,I
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Gordon's
Library Lounge
5~0 1 lomas N.E.

\_LI_ .

Whether you drop by in the
daytime to browse through the
library, or to relax and soak
up the easy listening live folk
. music offered, 7 nights a week,
its always nostalgic & mellow
in the library.
Join your friends and study
in the library lounge
Aug. 26 through the 31 "Early Peas" Duo
Sept. 1 Redding Bethea
Sept. 2 through the 7 "Glad Rags" Trio

vanguard of revolution is, as
Bookchin understands, totally
unrealistic, "The worker becomes
a revolutionary to the degree that
he sheds his class status and
achieves an un-class
consciousness."
Also, to depend upon the
workers-the most reactionary
element in existing society-is

~
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idiocy when there are far more
disaffected middle class people ~

C>

~

~

C<l (continued from page 12)
ill about Marxists is that they want
g, to seize power, substituting one
~ class over another, when they
should be dissolving power, As has
~ been seen in Russia, the only state
that "withers" away after that
kind of "revolution" is not the
state but the very consciousness
0 of domination,
.g The goal, Bookchin says should
~
:;.. be "A new 'class' whose very
:; essence is that it is a non-class, a
~ growing stratum ofrevolutionaries
0 dedicated to the eradication of
u
power by man over man.
·~
~
What about the leadership that
:;: incites
revolution? Bookchin:
"Nearly all the great revolutions

a:

who are willing to risk more, It is
no less true that the revolution ~~·
cannot be achieved without the "
0
active or passive support of t:;:j
farmers, technicians, and ~
'<I
professionals.
What repels Bookchin the most t"'

(Continued on page 13)
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Rltmon's Latest Film: Soft Core
"Thieves Like Th"
direeted by Robert Altman
Guild Art Theatre I $1.50 for
students

**
By JON* BOWMAN

LfitiCiELLS
ART SUPPLY

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATE~IALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS I CRAFTI
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIES AND PAPERS

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster~from
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Fideli!)' Union Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelicy Union
CoU~eMaster·..---......
265-6631
Field
Associate
Ed Boykin
•
1n your area:
Da vc Whorton
Corky Frederick
Susie White
Brad Bra mer

Davld Bean
Julie Gohrick
Richard Monk

came from below, from the
molecular movement of the
'masses' their progressive
individuation and their
ex pi osion-an explosion which
invariably took the authoritarian
'revolutionists' completely by
surprise.''
For Bookchin, together with
disseminating ideas, the most
important job of the anarchists
will be to defend the spontaneity
of the popular movement by
continually engaging the
authoritarians in a theoretical and
organizational duel.
"End the mystique of
bureaucratic 'organizations,' "
Bookchin suggests. End the

While walking to the Guild to
catch Altman's latest film, Thieves
Like Us, I stopped to see Lela
Abben, long·time friend and Don
Pancho's cashier. I wanted to see
how she had weathered the
theatre's re-conversion to porn.
Before I could ask, two guys
entered, one with blond hair,
looking like a construction
worker, and the other flashing a
crew-cut and looking like his boss.
"We're showing hard core
pornography now," Ms. Abben
told them.
"The harder the better," the
crew-cut one responded.
I didn't wait to find out if
Pancho's fare greased their gullets,
but after watching Thieves Lilte
Us, I can tell you one film they
would not have liked,
Robert Altman is to hard core
what Joni Mitchell's ballads are to
the unadulterated raunch of
Grand Ful)k. He stands out as the
one American director capable of
applying the soft touch without
putting an audience to sleep. His
fiims, even the blatant M*A *S*H,
are mood pieces founded more on
the principles of Romantic
painting than the blood-sex·
sadism formula common in
movies.
Thieves Like Us is perhaps
Altman's best film testmltent to
what it means to be Altman. He is
interesting (as would be anyone
who shucked the Hollywood
routine), but as is apparent from
the flick, a movie has to have
something else. Namely, it should
have balance. It needs a center
whether it be one provided by
plot or structure or both.
Altman's film Jacks this focus. In
a sense, he has become so soft
core that his films and ultimately
his admirers (niyself included),
must suffer.
Bowie & Keechie
The film is based on the
Edward Anderson depression
novel and is patterned after
Nicholas Ray's They Live By
Night, also made from the same
novel. Reminiscent of Bonnie &
Clyde, although not nearly as
brutal .or mythic, Thieves Like U~

takes the 30's bank robber and
gives him a social background to
complement the legendary one
we've seen in films for decades.
Altman is excellent at positioning
his characters, giving them both
families of "real people" and a
believable past. We get a sense of
the desperation of their lives, of
the "eat dirt" existence they lead
in actuality and the success laden
dreams of their "brain."
But even with all the
positioning, the movie is
disjointed. It captures a milieu,
gives us moments of sheer
intensity and displays dazzling
cinematography before our eyes

(Joan Bofferty was imported from
Paris for the task), only to leave
us nonplussed. In large part, the
boredom can be pinned on the
film's flat acting.
Keith Carradine plays Bowie
Bowers, prison escapee and
murderer, who talks like he wants
out of the "life," but acts like he's
been at it for years. Shelley Duvall
is Keechie, tile gangling,
buck-toothed demi-moll of his
dreams. Throw in Bert Remsen
and John Schuck as Bowers'
partners in crime, T-Dub and
Chickamaw, and you have the
main cast. And it's a motley cast
at that, characterized by
performances like those that can
only be excused in the small
budget Americam art film.
Carradine comes off like a
hackneyed Robert Redford (if
that can be imagined), Remsen is
your standard Uncle Ernie lecher,
and Schuck plays his Painless role
of M*A *S*H to a painful key.
Only Shelley Duvall's Keechie
seems real, in her own nostalgic,
beatific way.
Acting aside though, Altman is
obviously having problems
separating art from artifice. When
Bowie and Keechie make love for
the first time, a radio blares a
synopsis of Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet. That's bad enough
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imposed, formalized hierarchies
and structures which pervade the
present radical movements. "In
each one of these is a potential
source of counterrevolution."
Or, as Joseph Weber once said,
"All organized groups have the
tendency to render themselves
autonomous, i.e., to alienate
themselves from their original aim
and to become an end in
themselves in the hands of those
administering them."
Bookchin's idea is
decentralization towards a
lib era tory technology, ecology
minded, made up of small units
s c at t e r-e d a m on g s m a II
communities. These small units
or "affinity" groups, would be
similar to what the Spanish
anarchists called their congresses

already, but when the pair repeat
their performance, the radio
comes on againr and miraculously
what should be playing but the
same synopsis. And when they get
d'own for a third time •. , • need I
say more.
Baldly Erect
Altman's always been an expert
in the genre film and its parodies,
McCabe & Mrs, Miller gave the
Western class, M*A *S*H did the
same for the service comedy, and
The Long Goodbye, in addition to
being the finest film of last year,
was a dynamite satire of the
hard-boiled detective thriller. With
Thieves .Like Us, the depression
gangster flick is tackled,
oftentimes given a new
perspective, but finally allowed to
stand baldly erect. Rather than
use genre as the powerful force it
is (anything that can motivate a
series of films on the same subject
has to have something to it),
Altman permitted himself to be
bamboozled into producing a
second-rate picture which fails to
break loose from its already tired
crime film predecessors, The
obligatory · final shoot·out, if
anything, is enough to dismiss the
movie into a Dialing·For·Dollars
purgatory.
After all the ranting, Altman is
still tile American director who's
brought the most to cinema of the
past few years. But like all artists,
he's capable of creating works
that aren't masterpieces. His latest
film lets us know who Altman is.
It just doesn't move us to the
point where his art should be
taking us. In fact, it literally drops
us in the crazy, amorpi,ous world
of Altman without making it
worth our while to be there.
As in the old adage, when
Thieves Like Us is good, it is very
good, but when it isn't, it's
dreadfully, pretentiously, plain
boring bad.

during the 1936 revolution-

On the other hand, valid
introspection turns out to be "the
assemblies of tribes. Regarded as conscious appropriation of a self
an !!Xtended family these trib!!s formed largely by the world, and
w!lre kept deliberately small to thus a judgement of the world and
allow for a tighter intimacy of the actions needed to
between members and direct reconstitute it along new lines."
communication with whom they
Introspection must be
represented,
corrected and guided by social
To acllieve an ''affinity" group, analysis, a revolutionary
tending towards a philosophy of consciousness that culminates in
direct involvement in revolutionary action.
revolutionary action must become
All hierarchical modes of
part of the individual's credo. The
thought-sexual, ethni'c
concept of subjectivism which
generational, or physical-must
divorces the individual self from
yield to the principle of unity in
society for a pure mystical
diversity, a re-integration to cope
experience is, for Bookchin, "a with the new demands of fulfilled
treacherous abstraction" which in
experience.
its ultimate state, dissolves de~ire
Bookchin 's benediction: "Our
for change into ineffectual
Being is Becoming, not stasis. Our
contemplation.
Science is Utopia, Our Reality is
Eros, our Desire is Revolution."
Lq;\,Rt ... v::uo:.B~..-;J!&ll..;. · w-v-::i11WUC caJJl _1:1
aaa a aaaaaaar
-~~~---••••
We can fill all your needs for
Muscle Powered Travel

ossa m bleas de las tribus-
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Tents- Kayacks- Rucksacks
Fine Boots, Foods and Backpacks

.MOUNTAINS
-••fiRIVER.S
2210 Cent111l SE

-

268~876

across from YALE Park

COME BY . , • 'N SAY HELLO!

RE FOR DIAMONDS

THE

AND . . • JEWELRY ,
, CLASS RINGS • • . SORORITY
and FRATERNITY RINGS ,
EXPERT WATCH REPAIR!

butterfield jerrelers;-:~
YOUR PERSONAL
SERVICE JEWELER
BULOVA

ACCUTRON

ACCOUARTA

~i<'

CARAVELLE

2312 CENTRAL SE • the Store for Diamonds • ON UNIVERSITY HILL

Prescriptions filled ~
lenses replac~~

~~

~

Sunglasses Y2 OH
Indian Jewelry
complete: book and magazine selection,
toiletries, coffe shop, pharmacy
~ini: grocery, hardware, tobacco counter,
art supplies & check cashing for students

,.,·41>,---.-.

Globetrotters U-se
'Violent Defen-se'
(Editor's Note: This is the first part in a series on the UNM
basketball team's trip to Israel representing the United States at the
World University Games. The Lobos also' played games in Nice,
France and San Remo, Italy. The trip lasted from August 2-20.)
By. DEL JONES
The Israeli papers told of the "violent defense" which the
United States team was using in destroying all of its
competition ·on the way to a 5-0 tournament record and the
World University Games gold medal.
UNM basketball fans were thousands of miles away but they
had a pretty good idea of what this "violent defense"
consisted. It was this same man to man which catapulted
the Lobos to the WAC championship last season, setting them
up fo~ the trip to Israel.
The Lobos never scored less than 104 points during the
Games and never won by less than 20. In the opening rounds
they defeated Australia 109-80, The Netherlands 119-81, and
Belgium 108·86. They then defeated Switzerland in the
semi-finals 106·76.
This set the stage for the finals bet'ween the Lobos and the
host team, Israel's University of Tel Aviv. For the first time
UNM found themselves in trouble behind at the half 51·49.
"All throughout the tournament we were the crowd
favodte," said Norm Ellenberger. "Until the last game against
Israel. But the boys handled it pretty well.''
The Lobos came on to win 104·84.
6-4 guard, Bob Toppert was named the most valuable player
of the games. He amassed 102 points in th'e five games scoring
25 in the initial game with Australia. He then scored 24 against
the 'Netherlands, 20 against Belgium, 16 against Switzerland
and 17 in the finals with Israel.
Bruce Battle and Rich Pokorski were named along with
Toppert to the all-tournament team, Of the eight nations
represented at the games, three of the five players on the
all-tournament team were Lobos, Israel and Switzerland each
placed one man.
"In the .first four games over there our pressure man to man
defense really shocked them," said Ellenberger. "They were
used to zone and slide defense and just didn't know bow to
handle this. The international rules allow for a lot of contact
so we took advantage of that."
All hopes were killed for a perfect trip when the same Israel
team defeated UNM in overtime 90·88 in an exhibition game.
Rich Pokorski scored 23 points and Bruce Battle added 20,
but the let down suffered after winning the Games was just
too much,
The Lobos then went on to Europe where they defeated
San Remo, Italy in Monaco 89·80, then played a night game
on an outdoor court and beat Nice, France 88·87.
The second part in this series will cover some of the
experiences Ellenberger and team had while on the other side
of the globe.

Brocker To Fill SID Post
Paul Brocker, a former assistant
sports inform-ation director at
Colorado State University, has
been named to a similar post at
UNM, replacing New York City
bound Don McGuire.
The 26 year old Brocker is now
a staff writer and photographer at
the office of public
communications at Colorado
State. He served as assistant sports
information. director from
October of 1968 until May of
1971 when he left for his military
service,
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288-4708

Southwestern. Life
Insurance Company

FENTON S. KATZ
Mortgage-Life-Health Protection·
Spell L-0-V-E .
120 Vassar, S.E. 255-1613

Fish Plants
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Game and Fish Department fish
trucks have been making their
stops along the Red River at
night, and the fisheries division
this week began evaluating
whether the catch is more
equitably distributed because of
it.
Warren McNail, assistant chief
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of the division, said the plants of
The department will begin
h a tchery·raised trout were eva! ua ti ng angler success,
instituted largely at the request of · particularly in terms of creel
the Red River Chamber of counts and catch rates for both
Commerce.
day and night plants.
Preliminary comment from Red
· The businessmen felt that · River businessmen indicate that
fishermen along the stream during they thJnk the night plants have
the day were following the provided more fishing success for
fiSheries trucks and making quick a greater number of people.
catches of most of the newly
The night plants began in June
planted trout,
and will continue through August,
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308 Sil/'1 felipe N.W. in Old ToWn

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Bullseye Shooter: Bob Toppert
showed the rest of the world
what New Mexico already
knew-he can shoot. Tappert
was named most valuable player
at the World University Games
scoring 102 points during the
five games tournament.

Open 10-8

243•06.55

(Photo by Diane Ross)

Quarterback Steve Meyer and Center Curtis Akin wilfbe two b1g
keys in the Lobos new pro-set offense. The Lobos have now been
practicing a week in preparation for their opening game against CSU,
Sept. 14 at the University Arena.

Relax
Your I. D.
Covers

Shanks
Russell
Gone

FREE CHECKING

at
CITIZENS BANK.

LOBO Opticians

2311 Centr.. SE

..,....

book••libers

-============:::;
we polish contact lenses
Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements

.>~>-

This past school year Brocker three hours a day to do ~
served as interim SID for six secretarial work. McGuire left at ·$l
weeks at Colorado State while the a bad time but it's not his fault.
vacanCY was being filled, Brocker He had to take the job when they
received his Bachelor of Arts offered it,"
McGuire left UNM when he 0
degree in journalism in 1970 and
is expected to join the athletic beat out 1600 other applicants for ~
a job with ABC sports. He was '<!lel.
staff Sept. 1.
UNM Sports Information named ABC's director of press t"'
Director Eddie Groth said he information for NCAA football g.
received many applications from and w iII cover pro skiing in .o
good people but decided on Europe during the winter.
a=
Brocker because he required no
0
training and could step right into
FIBERCRAFT
the job.
MATERIALS
"Paul is an outstanding young
man in the field and comes highly
6"
recommended. He will be able to
~
weavlngsu lies ~
step right in and help our
~
department," said Groth.
1;"~ ~'.=....
This is probably the busiest
time of the year for a sports
<C
..:1
information director and Groth
will be happy to see Brocker.
"Things have been so hectic
around here," said Groth "my
wife has been coming in for about

who is now playing at the
University of Arizona. I strongly
believe that Tim has more natural
ability than Randall; it is just a
case of if Tim will work at it as
hard as Randall does," Puclli
added.
.
'..·
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Y.arns•looms

Top Local Fuzzballer
To Enroll At UNM
Tim Garcia, one of the top
ranked junior tennis players in the
Southwest, will enroll at UNM
this fall according to Lobo Tennis
coach Tom Pucci.
The number one player at
AI bu querque 's Highland High
School this past year, Garcia has
won the New Mexico Open Junior
Tennis Tournament. the
Intermountain Tennis
Tournament in Denver plus was a
finalist in the Southwest Junior
meet this past summer. He also
played on the national junior
tennis circuit and did
exceptionally well.
"This is a big boost for our
program," said freshman coach
Tom Pucci, who replaced Joe
Ferguson after 13 years as tennis
mentor. "Tim is the best junior
tennis player to «lome from
Albuquerque since Randall Clark,
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DECORATING \'OUR
ROOM?
A WHOLE HOUSE?
Pachama and Latin America can help.
Tapestries from Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru. Boli·
via. From $16.
Rugs from Highland Peru,
starting at $22.
Plus . . . Guatemalan ham·
mocks, lms of stmw hats,
embroidered
shirts and
dresses, heavy wool swea:
ters, rare books, leather
duffels and purses.
All handmade. All handsome.
Pachamama . . . an ever·
changing gallery llt' traditional and contemporary
crafts frum Latin America.
4022 Rio Grande Blvd. NW
Phone: 345-6856

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I.D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank·by·Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL6:00

CITIZENS
BANK
, DF ALBUCIUERCIUE

cb

3 Full Service Banks

Phone 298·8777

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE
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MEMBER OF f:i>IC

As if losing Moses Malone
wasn't a big enough
disappointment for UNM's
basketball recruiters it was learned
Wednesday the two big men that
were signed have decided to stay
at their respective junior colleges.
Mike Russell, 6·9, may attend
New Mexico junior college in
· Hobbs but is not coming to UNM.
Jerome Shanks, 6·8, will remain at
Arizona Western Junior College.
Ellenberger said that both are
excellent players and the Lobos
may attempt to sign them next
year.
"But I never once have
considered cancelling this year's
schedule," said Ellenberger. "We
still have a good team and if a
couple of our big men develop
we'll be tough. We may still come
up with something although it's
getting pretty late."
Ellenberger refUsed to
comment in depth on the problem
saying be didn't want to throw
wood on the fire" but did say he
was deceived in a way that just
isn't ethical or correct.
"But we're not going to look
ballk over our shoulders. We've
got a season to plan for."
The Lobos had already been
through one hassle in obtaining
Russell when he signed letters
with both UNM ·and New Mexico
State. An NCAA committee ruled
that UNM's letter was valid and
thing; looked set for the super
forward to attend UNM.
"Sure I'm disappointed," said
Ellenberger, "but like I said we
have some great ball players a11d
1'rn not going to cancel the
schedule.
"I'm not plnnning on recruiting
any more little guys. We\te got
three super guards, but if an inside
player or two comes along we
could use them.''
Russell and Shanks are both
remaining in junior college
because they failed to make up
the grades necessary to get out of
school.
<.<We'd been told that they

wouldn't have any trouble making
them up," said Ellenberger.
The three remaiing recruits are
6 • 6 Norm Cacy from
Albuquerque's Manzano High, 6·3
Steve Davis from Clovis High, and
6-0 Ricky Williams from Bishop
Timon High in Buffalo, N.Y.
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The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3 things to offer
that.other college programs don't.
1. Scholarships.

2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Flying lessons leading
to jet training.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact Major Austin, Air Force ROTC det. 510
at the University of New Mexico
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates ; tOt per word per da:v with a
$1,00 per day minimum eharse, or 8#
per word per /JaY with a GOt per d.,minlmum· chahre for ada published ftve
or more consecutive daya,
'J;'erms : PaYment. must be made In full
prior tQ Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, ..Room 182
or bt/tMil
Clualfted Advertilllq
U:NM P.O. Box 20
Albuq1JerqUe, N.ll. 87181

1)

7)

EMPLOYMENT

6)

PART-TIME .JOB, graduate students
only, Afternoons ·.t evenlnrs. Must be
able to work Friday .t Saturday nirhts,
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in
Pel'I!OJI, no phone calls please. Save
Way Liquor Store, 6704 Lomas NE.
9/13

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDY MIME: .Mime, tap, children,
adults. Mime ExPeriment School, 8421080.
9/9
KINDERGARTEN: NURSERY: near
UlolM: creative prQgram, ages 2-5; day
care, the Girard School, 801 Girard
NE, 266·2994 day, 268-9984 evenings,

PERSONALS

S'J;'UPID T DON''l' BE - Read 8k:v Words
by RC: history, anthrotheoloe:v, astrophysics, ~reoloey. $12. Suite &: 20& eo.
Jumbla SE.
·
8/80
DELICIOUS FOOD - Reasonably priced;
12 ;00·1 :1&, Mon.•frl.:. Cantel:"bUI'Y Chap·
el, 42& Univeralt:v NE.
9/1)
AGORA is a UNM crl.lia center staffed by
by student volunteers who can IJeJp tn
personal crl.lea and llu acceaa to In•
formation about senlcea avaUable to
people In the Albuquerque area. Every.
one Is welcome, NW comer lleaa. Vl.lta
or calL 277·8018. .
8/80
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT You
have friends who care at BlrthriRht.
247-9811).
.

3)

SERVICES

FOR RENT

SHARE 8 DR HOUSE. $60 pJua utUJtles,
Old Town area. Extru. 842·7484, 8/28
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Very clean, near Unlversit:v and nortll
west. 242·7814, 247·1006, 242·1871. t(n
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. VerY clean. Near Unl•
venlty and north west. 242-7814, 247·
1006, 242·1871.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment comJllex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large swimming pool, Efficiencies 6
1 bdrm available, !urnillhed or un·
furnished. Walking .distance to UNM.
1520 University NE. 243-2494.
10/-i
NEW TRIPLEX: each one bedroom apart;.
ment for rent near Unlverslt:v. No
children or pets. Phone: 242-4489: 2667837 after li pm. 266-2631.
8/21
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. VerY elean. Near Unf•
veralt:v and north west. 242-'1814, 24'1·
trn
1006, 242·1871.
SHARE TWO BDRM apt. with female.
Pay % rent, 1f.a gas, % grocery bill,
& ¥.! lights. 116 Spruce NE, Apt. E
8 am·2 pm.
8/29

5)

FOR SALE

TIRED OF PAYING bookstore prfees and
1teed !rood books for PayeholOIY 101 A
102 or Hfatorleal GeolOIY 102. Call 291l·
1&02 after II pm for a price I!Jwer than
the bookatore.

F?a::-~~de'JBJ:r:.t .,f:a.c&~:

898-1284.
8/21
PADDLEBALL, RACQUETS and Hlllon lale this Week at ille Bilce Shop, 821
8/10
Yale BE. 842·9100.

OLD .MIRAGES 19Gt and 1870. 11.00
acb, mom 132, Marron HaD.
SKIS: Red Hot Roe lrW• with LookNeYada btndlnl8. CaD nlabta 288-&014.
KJNGSIZE WATERBEDS1 I2UO, com•
Jllete aJitem 159.9&, naten 124.60.
Water TriPI, 1407 Central NE, 2GS.
8415.
t/21
FINE BOOTS, foodl 6 hlclcpaeb, Tent..
JI&Jab, ncklacks. We ean fiJI all 7011r
meeda for IIIHC!Je Powered Tra•eL _
llountalna a RIYen. 2210 Central AYe.
BE. 2t8-487.. aero. from Yale Parle
8/21
BICYCLES: OYer 100 of tM anat Ellft)o
J)eall bleycJa . In ateck, ItO to 1500.
WORLD CIIAIIPION BICYCLES. 2111
Coal Place BE. 841-9178.
Un
SKI TOVRING a BACKPACKING equlp.
ment from the prof. .lonal'• at the
Tnll Haua-Sala, rentala aentee, &1111 •
• C!llnlet. Slnee lte7, New MniM'a Jtad..
Ill&' altl tourfne eenter-TraU BaWl,
10111 Ban llateo Sill. 218-ttto.
8/21
IIVST SELL 1971 Honda CD 1110, cood
condition. CaU after 11 noon. 25&·111•8.

>;-¢!~<.1:1,~,:>'..m~:f,:!1:;(.:~*Wf:'"'"&'·'W·"'-''-<'·"'"-"_..«":$>~-;,m;<,;-mM:l(4-'"'*'-'_._
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MOTORSPORT

CLASSICAL GUITAR JNSTRUCTIONUNM pltar maJor atudent of Hector
Garcia, 28&·2111)6.
9/1)
INSTRUMENT REPAIR A plano tunlntr.
Ten :veal'll ezperlence, all work cuaran•
teed, to arrantre for pick-up, call 24872&2.
8/80
PASSPORT, mENTJFICATION pbotDe.
Loweat prices In town, fast, pleulntr.
Near UNII. CaU 28&-2U4 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.

4)
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· MOTORSPORT II

Beat the Parking Problem
Used Bike SPECTACULAR
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1964 Norton 400 cc a project bike $100.00
1973 Suzuki TS50 perfect condition $325.00
rr
1970 Honda CB 350 just overhauled $450.00
~ 1973 Honda XL175 clean & economical $650.00
1974 Honda CB450 only 2,000 miles $1295.00
~
1970 Yamaha 200cc electric starter $295.00
W
·
f~
1973 Honda SLOO a bargain $395.00
?
1973 Suzuki TC125 Street or trail use $450.00

!!l
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U
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~~ 197~;;~:!~~~~5:~!~;:~ ~~a;~~~:~g·oo
1974 H-D Soortster only 100 miles $2395.00
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/'0/FREE KRW Helmet with every purchase! I
1;::;
by UNM students
11 D-M
M

u

333 San Pedro !~
'298-7521
265-6431
~-:t ~·
All used bikes warrantied
U

f!i16919 Montgomery
~
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Newsweek says:

..Anlly Warhol's 'Frankenstein' is a perversely
fascinating movie. The fint original variation
on 'Frankenstein' in years. The film succeeds
intelligently on the strength of a highly
original vision. Paul Morrissey is an underground talent running to llaylight!'
-Paul D. Zimmerman

·..··
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ANTIQUE CLOTHES: huae new selection of women'• A men'• eloths from
VIctorian to 11140'•• VelYet,_~~ka, fan,
knlcken_. father boul, a JUB"e UIIOI'tment or 40'• dreaet!ll. The Silver Sun•
beam. 3409 Central NE
WOW I Car. B·traek deeb 128.115. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo HE. Un
·'WOODEN. VIEW CAMERAS, dQUerrotypes, stereo earda .. A view~, antique
fumlture A QUilta. The Sll"er SunbeaDI.
3409 Central NE
STER'I'!O HEAD PHONES SUII, 6 toot
cord, aoft . ear pad11. United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
BACKPACKERS -.Come inspect New
Mexico's moat complete selection of
C!Qulpmellt at. B A C K . . COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 268·8113.

..

A...,"' by

Paul morrisstv

IStarts WEDNESDAY I

LOBO

CENTRAL n•ar GIRARD • 265 4759
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